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Abstract

Development of viral vectors capable of transducing photoreceptors by less invasive methods than subretinal injection
would provide a major advancement in retinal gene therapy. We sought to develop novel AAV vectors optimized for
photoreceptor transduction following intravitreal delivery and to develop methodology for quantifying this transduction in
vivo. Surface exposed tyrosine (Y) and threonine (T) residues on the capsids of AAV2, AAV5 and AAV8 were changed to
phenylalanine (F) and valine (V), respectively. Transduction efficiencies of self-complimentary, capsid-mutant and
unmodified AAV vectors containing the smCBA promoter and mCherry cDNA were initially scored in vitro using a cone
photoreceptor cell line. Capsid mutants exhibiting the highest transduction efficiencies relative to unmodified vectors were
then injected intravitreally into transgenic mice constitutively expressing a Rhodopsin-GFP fusion protein in rod
photoreceptors (Rho-GFP mice). Photoreceptor transduction was quantified by fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) by
counting cells positive for both GFP and mCherry. To explore the utility of the capsid mutants, standard, (non-self-
complementary) AAV vectors containing the human rhodopsin kinase promoter (hGRK1) were made. Vectors were
intravitreally injected in wildtype mice to assess whether efficient expression exclusive to photoreceptors was achievable. To
restrict off-target expression in cells of the inner and middle retina, subsequent vectors incorporated multiple target
sequences for miR181, an miRNA endogenously expressed in the inner and middle retina. Results showed that AAV2
containing four Y to F mutations combined with a single T to V mutation (quadY2F+T2V) transduced photoreceptors most
efficiently. Robust photoreceptor expression was mediated by AAV2(quadY2F+T2V) 2hGRK12GFP. Observed off-target
expression was reduced by incorporating target sequence for a miRNA highly expressed in inner/middle retina, miR181c.
Thus we have identified a novel AAV vector capable of transducing photoreceptors following intravitreal delivery to mouse.
Furthermore, we describe a robust methodology for quantifying photoreceptor transduction from intravitreally delivered
AAV vectors.
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Introduction

Clinical trials for RPE65-Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA)

have demonstrated the ability to deliver therapeutic transgene to

the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) by subretinal injection

thereby restoring retinal function and visually-evoked behavior to

patients [1–3]. Given the predominance of photoreceptor (PR)

specific retinal degenerations [4], there is a need to develop PR

targeted gene therapies. Of equal importance is the need to

develop a less invasive vector delivery procedure than subretinal

injection, particularly when an underlying genetic defect results in

an atrophic retina vulnerable to further damage following

surgically induced retinal detachment. Jacobson et al. reported

that subretinal injection under a cone-rich fovea resulted in

decreased visual acuity (in some LCA2 patients) and foveal

thinning (in both LCA2 patients and non-human primates) [5,6].

Development of viral vectors capable of transducing PRs via an

intravitreal approach would provide an ideal therapeutic option

for retinal degeneration patients.

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is considered the optimal vector

for ocular gene therapy due to its efficiency, persistence and low

immunogenicity [7]. Identifying vectors capable of transducing
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PRs via the vitreous will rely partially on identifying which

serotypes have native tropism for this cell type following local

delivery. Several serotypes have been used to successfully target

transgene to PRs following subretinal injection, including AAV2,

AAV5 and AAV8 with all three demonstrating efficacy in proof of

concept experiments across multiple species (mouse, rat, dog, pig

and non-human primate) [8–21]. Studies comparing their relative

efficiency following subretinal delivery in the rodent show that

both AAV5 and AAV8 transduce PRs more efficiently than

AAV2, with AAV8 being the most efficient [11,15,22–24]. We

previously showed that AAV2 and AAV8 vectors containing point

mutations of surface-exposed tyrosine residues (tyrosine to

phenylalanine,Y2F) display increased transgene expression in a

variety of retinal cell types relative to unmodified vectors following

both subretinal and intravitreal injection [25,26]. Of the vectors

tested, AAV2 triple mutant (triple Y2F) exhibited the highest

transduction efficiency following intravitreal injection whereas the

quadruple mutant (quad Y2F) exhibited the novel property of

enhanced transduction of outer retina [26]. Further improvements

in transduction efficiency may be achieved via directed mutagen-

esis of surface exposed threonine (T) residues to either valine (V) or

alanine (A). Both Y2F and T2V/T2A mutations increase

efficiency by decreasing phosphorylation of capsid and subsequent

ubiquitination as part of the proteosomal degradation pathway

[27–29]. In this study, we compare AAV2, AAV5 and AAV8-

based vectors containing a combination of Y and T mutations for

their ability to transduce PRs following intravitreal injection.

We have found that the transduction profile of intravitreally-

delivered AAV is heavily dependent upon the injection procedure

itself. Due to the small size of the mouse eye, it is not uncommon

for trans-scleral, intravitreal injections to result in damage to the

retina that might allow delivery of some vector directly to the

subretinal space. In this study, we describe our method for

reducing this damage, thus preventing injection variability and

allowing for accurate comparisons to be made among vectors.

Furthermore, we describe a novel method for quantifying

transduction efficiency in vivo using knock-in mice bearing a

human rhodopsin-enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)

fusion gene (RhoGFP mice) [30], AAV vectors driving mCherry,

and subsequent fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) to

quantify both ‘on-target’ PR transduction (GFP and mCherry

positive cell population) and ‘off-target’ retinal cell types (GFP

negative, mCherry positive cell population). This method for

scoring intravitreally-delivered, AAV- mediated PR transduction

can be applied toward development of additional vectors intended

for the treatment of inherited retinal disease.

With the enhanced serotypes we identified, we sought to reduce

off-target transgene expression by incorporating the human

rhodopsin kinase (hGRK1) promoter in vectors. hGRK1 has

demonstrated PR exclusive transduction when incorporated into

AAV vectors delivered subretinally to mice and non-human

primates [18,31]. Similar to methods previously described, [32] we

further restricted transgene expression to PRs by incorporating

multiple target sequences for miR181, an miRNA endogenously

expressed in cells of the inner and middle retina.

Methods

Vector production
The following vector plasmid constructs were cloned and

packaged in unmodified AAV serotypes 2, 5, and 8 and capsid

mutant derivatives of these serotypes; self-complementary small

chicken ß-actin driving mCherry (sc-smCBA-mCherry), standard

(non self-complimentary) human rhodopsin kinase driving green

fluorescent protein (hGRK12GFP), and standard full length

chicken ß-actin driving GFP (CBA-GFP). Promoter constructs

were identical to those previously described [31,33,34]. A

hGRK1-GFP-miR181c construct was also generated and pack-

aged in AAV2(quad Y2F+T2V) by inserting four tandem copies

of complementary sequence for mature miR-181 (59 ACTCACC-

GACAGGTTGAA 39) (Atlas of miRNA distribution: http://

mirneye.tigem.it/) immediately downstream of GFP, similar to

Karali et al. [32].

AAV2, AAV5 and AAV8 capsid mutants were generated by

directed mutagenesis of surface-exposed tyrosine and threonine

residues with the QuickChange Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Kit (Agilent Technologies, CA 200514). Selected tyrosine residues

were mutated to phenylalanine (Y2F) whereas threonine residues

were mutated to valine (T2V) [27]. Table 1 describes amino acid

location of mutations for experimental mutant vectors. All vectors

were packaged, purified, and titered according to previously

described methods [6,35].

Cell lines
661W cone cells[36] (generously provided by Dr. Muayyad R.

Al-Ubaidi, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center,

Oklahoma City, OK) were passaged by dissociation in 0.05%

(w/v) trypsin and 0.02% (w/v) EDTA, followed by replating at a

split ratio ranging from 1:3 to 1:5 in T75 flasks [37]. Cells were

maintained in DMEM containing 10% FBS, 300 mg/l glutamine,

23 mg/l putrescine, 40 ml of ß-mercaptoethanol, and 40 mg of

hydrocortisone 21-hemisuccinate and progesterone. The media

also contained penicillin (90 units/ml) and streptomycin

(0.09 mg/ml). Cultures were incubated at 37uC [38].

Infections and FACS analysis
661W cells were plated in 96 well plates at a concentration of

1.06104 cells/well. The following day, cells were infected at

10,000 p/cell with sc-smCBA-mCherry packaged in unmodified

and modified AAV2, AAV5 or AAV8 vectors. Three days post-

infection, fluorescent microscopy at a fixed exposure was

performed, cells were detached and FACS analysis was used to

quantify reporter protein (mCherry) fluorescence. Transduction

efficiency (mCherry expression) of each AAV vector was

calculated as previously reported [37] by multiplying the

percentage of positive cells by the mean fluorescence intensity in

each sample [23].

Table 1. Nomenclature for capsid-mutated vectors with
description of amino acid location of mutation.

Vector nomenclature Mutation

AAV2(tripleY-F) Y275F+Y447F+Y733F

AAV2(tripleY-F+T-V) Y275F+Y447F+Y733F +T491V

AAV2(quadY-F) Y272F+Y444F+Y500F+Y730F

AAV2(quadY-F+T-V) Y272F+Y444F+Y500F+Y730F+T491V

AAV5(singleY-F) Y719F

AAV5(doubleY-F) Y263F+Y719F

AAV8(doubleY-F) Y447F+Y733F

AAV8(doubleY-F+T-V) Y447F+Y733F+T494V

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.t001
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Animals
Vectors were injected in 1 month old C57BL/6 mice (Jackson

Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) and in 1 month old heterozygote

Rho-GFP mice, knock-in mice bearing human rhodopsin-GFP

fusion gene (generously provided by Dr. Alecia Gross, University

of Alabama at Birmingham).

Ethics statement
All mice were maintained in the University of Florida Health

Science Center’s animal care facilities and were handled in

accordance with the ARVO statement for Use of Animals in

Ophthalmic and Vision Research and the guidelines of the

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of

Florida. Animal work performed in this study was approved by

UF’s IACUC (animal protocol #201207573).

Intravitreal injections
Prior to vector administration, mice were anesthetized with

ketamine (72 mg/kg)/xylazine (4 mg/kg) by intraperitoneal injec-

tion. Eyes were dilated with 1% atropine and 2.5% phenylephrine.

1.5 ml of unmodified or capsid mutated vector was delivered to the

intravitreal cavity of adult mice. An aperture was made 0.5 mm

posterior to the limbus with a 32-gauge K inch needle on a

tuberculin syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) followed by introduc-

tion of a blunt 33-gauge needle on a Hamilton syringe. GenTeal

gel, 0.3% (Novartis) was applied to the corneal surface and a glass

coverslip was laid onto this interface for visualization through the

microscope to guide the needle into the vitreous cavity without

retinal or lenticular perforation. Extreme care was taken with this

visualization technique to confirm that no retinal perforation

occurred.

For experiments evaluating activity of the hGRK1 promoter in

C57BL/6 mice, 7.56109 vg of AAV2-based vectors, 8.561010 vg

of AAV5(singleY2F), 5.36109 vg of AAV5(doubleY2F),

1.361011 vg of AAV8(doubleY2F) and 6.061010 vg of AAV8(-

doubleY2F+T2V) were delivered. For experiments evaluating

the CBA promoter in C57BL/6 mice, all vectors were delivered at

a concentration of 1.561010 vg. To evaluate transduction of

vectors containing microRNA target sequence in C57BL/6 mice,

a concentration of 1.561010 vg was used. All Rho-GFP mice were

injected intravitreally with 1.56109 vg.

Fundoscopy
At 4 weeks post-injection, fundoscopy was performed using a

using a Micron III camera (Phoenix Research Laboratories,

Pleasanton, CA). Bright field, green fluorescent and red fluorescent

images were taken to visualize retinal health, GFP expression and

mCherry expression, respectively. Exposure settings were constant

between experiments.

Retinal dissociation and FACS analysis
4 weeks post injection, Rho-GFP retinas were harvested and

dissociated with the papain dissociation system (Worthington

Biochemical Corporation, NJ, Cat #3150). FACS analysis was

used to quantify the percentage of cells that were GFP positive

(PRs), mCherry positive (any retinal cells transduced with vector)

and both GFP and mCherry positive (PRs transduced by vector).

The percentage of mCherry positive PRs was calculated as the

ratio of cells both GFP and mCherry positive relative to total GFP

positive PRs.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Immediately after fundoscopy, eyes were enucleated and tissue

was prepared for cryoprotection and sectioning as previously

described [23]. Briefly, after rinsing with 1X PBS, sections were

incubated with 0.5% Triton X2100 for 1 hour followed by a 30

minute incubation with a blocking solution of 1% bovine serum

albumin (BSA). Retinal sections were then incubated overnight at

4uC in a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against GFP (generously

provided by Dr. Clay Smith; University of Florida, Gainesville,

Florida) diluted in 0.3% Triton X2100/1% BSA at 1:1,000. The

following day, sections were rinsed with 1X PBS and incubated for

one hour at room temperature in anti-rabbit IgG secondary

antibody Alexa-fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon,

Cat#A11008) diluted in 1X PBS at 1:500. Finally, sections were

counterstained with 49,69-diaminio-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 5

minutes at room temperature. Retinal sections were imaged using

a fluorescent Axiophot microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) as

previously described [23]. Images were captured at 5X, 20X and

40X. Exposure settings were consistent across images at each

magnification.

A semi-quantitative comparison of the number of GFP-positive

photoreceptors was made between eyes injected intravitreally with

either AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2hGRK12GFP or AAV2(qua-

dY2F+T2V)2CBA2GFP (identical titers) by counting GFP-

positive photoreceptors in representative sections. Low magnifi-

cation (merged, 10X) and high magnification (40X) images were

taken. Cell counts were made in 4 anatomically matched areas of

each representative retina. Each respective area was uniform in

size by virtue of magnification (40X) and contained on average 30

columns of photoreceptor cell bodies. Results were plotted in

Sigma Plot for graphical presentation.

Results

Quantification of in vitro transduction efficiency
661W mouse cone PR cells were infected with unmodified or

capsid mutated, self-complimentary AAV vectors containing the

smCBA promoter driving mCherry in order to quantify relative

transduction efficiencies of all vectors. FACS analysis provided a

measure of relative transduction efficiency (mCherry expression)

across samples. Figure 1 shows mCherry expression, in arbitrary

units, for each capsid tested; scAAV2, scAAV2(quadY2F),

scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V), scAAV5, scAAV5(singleY2F),

scAAV5(doubleY2F), scAAV8, scAAV8(doubleY2F), scAAV8

(doubleY2F+T2V). This preliminary screen revealed that

AAV2(quadY2F+T2V) transduced cone cells most efficiently.

Increases in AAV2(quadY2F+T2V) mediated mCherry expres-

sion were ,10 fold above the scAAV2 baseline (Figure 1). scAAV8

transduced 661W cells least efficiently.

Quantification of in vivo transduction efficiency
Following in vitro screening, identical vectors were evaluated for

their relative ability to transduce PRs in vivo following intravitreal

injection in 1 month old, heterozygote Rho-GFP mice

(1.56109 vg delivered). Fundoscopy at 4 weeks post-injection

showed qualitatively that mCherry expression was enhanced with

addition of capsid mutations to each serotype (Figure 2). Rho-GFP

mouse retinas injected intravitreally with scAAV2(qua-

dY2F+T2V) 2smCBA2mCherry exhibited the highest qualita-

tive levels of mCherry expression (Figure 2C). Levels of transgene

expression achieved following intravitreal injection of scAAV2(-

quadY2F), scAAV5(doubleY2F) and scAAV8(double-

Y2F+T2V) were approximately equivalent. To quantify the

relative ability of each vector to transduce PRs, intravitreally

Intravitreal Gene Therapy
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injected Rho-GFP retinas were dissociated and FACS analysis

performed. Cells were sorted into four populations: 1) non-

fluorescent: indicating un-transduced, non-PR retinal cells (‘‘neg-

ative’’), 2) green fluorescent only: indicating untransduced PRs

(‘‘GFP+’’), 3) red and green fluorescent: indicating transduced PRs

(‘‘GFP+mCherry+’’) and 4) red fluorescent only: indicating

transduced non-PR retinal cells (‘‘mCherry+’’) (Figure 3). As

shown in Figure 3A and B, an un-injected Rho-GFP retina

contains two populations of cells (‘‘GFP+’’ representing PRs and

‘‘negative’’ representing non-PRs) whereas a Rho-GFP retina

injected with scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V) contains all four popula-

tions of cells. The relative percentage of mCherry-positive PRs

following intravitreal injection of all vectors is shown in Figure 3C.

Addition of quadY2F and quadY2F+T2V mutations to the

AAV2 capsid surface resulted in ,3.5 fold and ,13 fold increases

in the percentage of mCherry positive PRs, respectively. Unmod-

ified scAAV2 transduced 1.7% of PRs from the vitreous whereas

scAAV2(quadY2F) and scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V) transduced

6.1% and 21.8%, respectively. scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V) trans-

duced the highest number of PRs of all vectors tested. Retinas

injected with unmodified and modified AAV5 and AAV8-based

vectors exhibited lower efficiencies of PR transduction. Consistent

with fundoscopic observations, appreciable PR transduction was

seen following intravitreal injection of scAAV2(quadY2F),

scAAV5(doubleY2F) and scAAV8(doubleY2F+T2V). The per-

cent of mCherry positive PRs in retinas injected with scAAV5,

scAAV5(singleY2F) and scAAV5(doubleY2F) was 2.0%, 1.7%

and 5.9%, respectively. The percent of mCherry positive PRs in

retinas injected with scAAV8, scAAV8(doubleY2F) and scAAV8(-

doubleY2F+T2V) was 1.9%, 1.4% and 2.9%, respectively. We

also found that quantitative comparisons could be made using this

methodology at just 1 week post intravitreal injection with

scAAV2-based vectors (Figure S1). While fewer total PRs

expressed detectable levels of mCherry at this early time point,

the pattern remained the same, with scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V)

mediating the highest levels of transgene expression in PRs.

Qualitative analysis of photoreceptor transduction
With the intention to restrict transgene expression to PRs

following intravitreal delivery of AAV, we incorporated the PR-

specific hGRK1 promoter into unmodified and capsid-mutated

vectors. Because our interest lies in evaluating vectors that are

relevant for treatment of inherited retinal disease (i.e. those that

can accommodate promoter and transgene sequence likely too

large to package as self-complementary AAV), all vectors in this set

of experiments were single stranded, i.e. non self-complementary.

Representative fundus images of C57BL/6 mice and their

immunostained retinal sections taken 4 weeks post-intravitreal

injection with AAV2, AAV2(quadY2F) and AAV2(qua-

dY2F+T2V) are shown in Figure 4 (7.56109 vg delivered for

all vectors.) Consistent with the quantification results shown in

Figure 3, very few PRs expressed GFP following intravitreal

injection of AAV2 or AAV2(quad Y2F) (Figure 4B,D). However,

robust GFP expression was seen in the PRs following injection of

AAV2(quadY2F +T2V) (Figure 4F). AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2-

mediated transgene expression was evident in PRs throughout the

retina rather than in one specific location. This representative

section, in conjunction with surgical observations and fundoscopy

support the premise that our injection procedure did not involve

retinal perforation and was, in fact, intravitreal (Figure S2).

Although reports have shown that the hGRK1 promoter has

exclusive activity in rods and cones of mouse and non-human

primate when incorporated into subretinally-delivered AAV

[18,31] we observed hGRK1-mediated transgene expression in

ganglion cells of injected mice (Figure 4D,F).

In vivo quantification data in Rho-GFP mice revealed relatively

low levels of PR transduction following intravitreal delivery of

1.56109 vg of AAV5- and AAV8-based vectors (Figure 3).

Therefore, in order to maximize expression and qualitatively

Figure 1. Transduction efficiency of unmodified and capsid mutated vectors in vitro. 661W cells were infected with scAAV2,
scAAV2(quadY-F), scAAV2(quadY-F +T-V), scAAV5, scAAV5(singleY-F), scAAV5(doubleY-F), and scAAV8, scAAV8(doubleY-F), and scAAV8(doubleY-F+T-
V) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10,000. mCherry expression is shown in arbitrary units on the ‘y’ axis, calculated by multiplying the percentage
of positive cells by the mean fluorescence intensity in each sample.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g001
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analyze general transduction patterns, higher titers of AAV5- and

AAV8-based vectors were used for the following experiments. For

analysis of AAV5(singleY2F) and AAV5(doubleY2F) vectors

8.561010 vg and 5.36109 vg were delivered, respectively. Fundus

images paired with fluorescent images of retinal cross-sections

show minimal PR transduction following intravitreal injection of

AAV5(singleY2F) and AAV5(doubleY2F) (Fig. 5). A pattern of

peripapillary tropism was evident, with PRs around the optic

nerve exhibiting the most prominent transgene expression

(Figure 5A,B,D,E). PR transduction was found in scattered

peripheral retinal sections of AAV5(singleY2F)-injected eyes

(Figure 5C), with expression typically found near the retinal

vasculature. For analysis of AAV8(doubleY2F) and AAV8(dou-

bleY2F+T2V) 1.361011 and 6.061010 vg were delivered,

respectively. Fundus images (at 4 weeks post injection) paired

with fluorescent images of retinal cross-sections show minimal PR

transduction following intravitreal injection of either vector

(Figure 6). Similar to AAV5-based vectors, a pattern of peripap-

illary tropism was seen following injection of modified AAV8

vectors (Figure 6A,B,D,E).

MicroRNA-mediated regulation of transgene expression
In order to mitigate the observed off- target transgene

expression in ganglion cells following intravitreal delivery of

hGRK1-containing AAV vectors, we incorporated a target

sequence for miR181, an miRNA shown to be expressed

exclusively in ganglion cells and inner retina into our AAV vectors

(Atlas of miRNA distribution: http://mirneye.tigem.it/) immedi-

ately downstream of GFP, similar to Karali et al.) [32]. The

intended effect was to degrade vector derived transcripts and

inhibit synthesis of viral-mediated protein in all cells of the retina

except PRs. Both hGRK1-GFP and hGRK1-GFP-miR181c were

packaged in AAV2(quadY2F+T2V) and delivered intravitreally

to C57BL/6 mice (1.561010 vg). At 4 weeks post-intravitreal

injection, funduscopy and IHC on frozen retina cross sections

revealed that addition of miR181c to the vector construct did

eliminate off-target expression (Figure 7). Although hGRK1-GFP-

miR181c-mediated GFP expression was exclusive to PRs, it was

also appreciably decreased (Figure 7).

Qualitative analysis of serotype tropism
Because mutations in genes expressed in retinal cell types other

than PRs can also cause or result in retinal degeneration, we

Figure 2. Qualitative comparison of unmodified and capsid mutated AAV vectors in vivo. Fundoscopy (red channel only) of Rho-GFP mice
4 weeks post-injection with unmodified and capsid-mutated scAAV-smCBA-mCherry vectors (1.56109 vg delivered). Exposure and gain settings were
the same across all images.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g002

Intravitreal Gene Therapy
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incorporated the ubiquitous CBA promoter into vectors to

ascertain what other retinal cells types were targeted following

intravitreal injection of our strongest capsid-mutated vectors

(Figure S4). All vectors were delivered intravitreally at a

concentration of 1.561010 vg. AAV2(quadY2F) and AAV2(qua-

dY2F+T2V) vectors were chosen for testing based on their

performance in our PR-targeting experiments described above.

AAV2(tripleY2F+T2V) was chosen based on the documented

efficiency of AAV2(tripleY2F) in multiple in vitro and in vivo

settings [26,37]. AAV8(doubleY2F+T2V) was also evaluated. All

AAV2-based vectors mediated robust, pan-retinal GFP expression

(Figure S4A,B,D,E,G,H), with GFP found throughout the inner

and middle retina (Figure S4B,C,E,F,H,I). AAV2(quadY2

F+T2V)2 and AAV2(tripleY2F+T2V)2mediated GFP expres-

sion was also seen in PR cells bodies (Figure S4C,I). AAV8(dou-

bleY2F+T2V)2CBA2GFP exhibited peripapillary tropism (

Figure S3), a pattern similar to that seen with the corresponding

hGRK1-containing vector.

A semi-quantitative comparison of photoreceptor transduction

following injection of either AAV2(quadY-F+T-V)-CBA-GFP or

AAV2(quadY-F+T-V)-hGRK1-GFP was made by counting GFP-

positive photoreceptors in 4 representative areas of retina injected

with each respective vector. Whole eyecups (merged 10X images)

and high magnification (40X) images of representative sections are

Figure 3. Quantitative comparison of unmodified and capsid mutated AAV vectors in vivo. Transduction efficiency of unmodified and
capsid-mutated scAAV2, scAAV5 and scAAV8 vectors in Rho-GFP mice. FACS analysis was used to quantify the percentage of cells that were GFP
positive (PRs), mCherry positive (any retinal cells transduced with AAV) and both GFP and mCherry positive (PRs transduced by AAV). Representative
plots for a negative control (uninjected retina) and 2 pooled retinas injected with scAAV2(quadY-F+T-V) are shown in Panels A and B, respectively.
Cells that were both GFP and mCherry positive are shown in the top right of Panels A and B and represent the percent of transduced PRs. The bottom
right of Panels A and B show cells that were mCherry positive but GFP negative, representing off-target transduction. The percentage of mCherry
positive PRs (a measure of in vivo PR transduction efficiency for each vector) in retinas injected with unmodified or capsid-mutated scAAV vectors is
shown in Panel C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g003
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shown in Figures S5 and S6. GFP positive photoreceptors in

retinas injected with AAV2(quadY-F+T-V)-CBA-GFP were dis-

tinguished from Muller glia by counting GFP positive cell bodies

and outer segments (white arrows, Figure S5A). A comparison of

cell counts is presented in Figure S7. GFP-positive photoreceptors

were more prevalent throughout the retinas of AAV2(quadY-F+T-

V)-hGRK1-GFP-injected mice.

Discussion

The development of viral vectors capable of efficiently

transducing PRs via a less invasive delivery method than the

previously utilized subretinal injection route would be a critical

advance in retinal gene therapy. In recent years, focus has been

placed on identifying novel AAV capsid variants that exhibit

increased transduction efficiency and/or altered tropism. To this

end, two methodologies have been employed; rational mutagenesis

and directed evolution. These approaches have led to identifica-

tion of novel capsids with increased transduction efficiency [25]

altered tropism [26,39,40] and the ability to evade recognition by

the immune system [41]. ‘‘Rational mutagenesis’’ describes a

knowledge-based approach to manipulating the viral capsid to

develop customized vectors with distinctive features. Rational

mutagenesis of surface-exposed tyrosine, threonine and lysine

residues results in increased transduction by decreasing phosphor-

Figure 4. In vivo analysis of AAV2-based vectors containing the hGRK1 promoter. Fundus images paired with immunohistochemistry of
frozen retinal cross-sections from C57BL/6 mice taken 4 weeks post injection with AAV2, AAV2(quad Y-F), and AAV2(quad Y-F +T-V) vectors
containing hGRK1-GFP (7.56109 vg delivered). Identical gain and exposures were used for fundoscopy. All tissue sections were imaged at 20X, with
identical gain and exposure settings. GFP expression is shown in green. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). RPE- retinal pigment epithelium,
IS/OS- inner segments/outer segments, ONL- outer nuclear layer, INL- inner nuclear layer, GCL- ganglion cell layer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g004
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ylation and subsequently reducing ubiquitination and proteosomal

degradation of the AAV capsid [27–29]. We previously showed

that Y2F mutations on the AAV2, AAV8 and AAV9 capsid

surface led to increased transduction and altered transduction

profiles relative to unmodified vectors following both subretinal

and intravitreal delivery [25,26]. Proof of concept studies later

showed that incorporation of these mutations led to more

pronounced rescue in animal models of inherited retinal disease

[23,42] and in one case, conferred therapy in a particularly

aggressive mouse model that was refractory to treatment using an

unmodified parent serotype [24]. Directed evolution can select for

desired characteristics without a priori knowledge of the physical

determinants, allowing identification of novel vectors that exhibit

desired, specific tropisms [43]. Directed evolution has been applied

to select AAV variants from combinatorial libraries that demon-

strate a diverse range of cellular tropisms in vivo relative to their

parent serotypes [43]. In the retina, this technology was used to

identify a variant capable of specifically transducing Muller cells

via the vitreous [39].

With the goal to develop vectors capable of transducing PRs via

intravitreal delivery, extracellular determinants of viral transduc-

tion must also be considered. The internal limiting membrane

(ILM) which defines the border between the retina and vitreous

acts as a physical and biological barrier to AAV transduction

following intravitreal injection in rodent and non-human primate

retina [44,45]. It has been shown that AAV2 and AAV8 attach to

the ILM and accumulate at the vitreoretinal junction, with AAV2

exhibiting the most robust attachment [44]. However, only AAV2

mediated detectable transgene expression in the inner retina [44].

AAV2 binds heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) which is

abundant in the ILM [46,47], while AAV8 binding involves the

laminin receptor which may mediate a weaker interaction with

this structure [48]. Here we show that addition of Y2F and T2V

mutations to the AAV8 capsid modestly improves its ability to

Figure 5. In vivo analysis of AAV5-based vectors containing the hGRK1 promoter. Fundus images paired with IHC of frozen retinal cross-
sections from C57BL/6 mice taken 4 weeks post injection with capsid mutated AAV5 vectors containing hGRK1-GFP. For analysis of AAV5(singleY-F)
and AAV5(doubleY-F) vectors 8.561010 vg and 5.36109 vg were delivered, respectively. Retinal tissue sections containing optic nerve head (Panels B
and E) and peripheral retinal cross sections (Panels C and F) are shown. White arrows demarcate the optic nerve head. Identical gain and exposures
were used for fundoscopy. All cross sections were imaged at 20X, with identical gain and exposure settings. GFP expression is shown in green. Nuclei
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). RPE- retinal pigment epithelium, IS/OS- inner segments/outer segments, ONL- outer nuclear layer, INL- inner
nuclear layer, GCL- ganglion cell layer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g005
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transduce inner/middle/outer retina following intravitreal injec-

tion demonstrating the importance of both extracellular and

intracellular barriers to transduction. Standard AAV5 fails to

attach or accumulate at the ILM [44], likely because it relies on

sialic acid for initial binding, a monosaccharide absent from the

ILM [49,50]. Removal of this physical barrier with protease,

however, led to robust gene expression in various cells of the

retina, including PRs and RPE [44]. Similar to AAV8, here we

show that addition of Y2F mutations to the AAV5 capsid surface

only modestly improves its ability to transduce outer retina

following intravitreal delivery. Taken together, it is clear that the

cellular receptors of the parent AAV serotype play a key role in

influencing vector interaction with this vitreoretinal interface. Our

results are consistent with findings that AAV2-based vectors have

the highest affinity for the ILM [44] suggesting that, as of now,

capsid mutants based on this serotype have the highest potential

for targeting transgene to PRs via the vitreous. As the capsid

biology of AAV8, a strong transducer of PRs in situ, becomes

known, an approach that capitalizes on respective receptor biology

of AAV2 and AAV8 may yield improved variants [51].

An ideal approach would be to identify variants with the ability

to reach/target the tissue of interest through manipulation of

capsid receptor biology. This variant would then be further

modified to account for intracellular trafficking. A method that

utilizes directed evolution to find variants with increased affinity

for PRs that can subsequently be enhanced by incorporation of the

appropriate combination of Y2F and or T2V mutations may

ultimately be the most successful strategy, particularly if powerful

quantitative assays can be used to rapidly and accurately assess in

vivo vector properties. We previously described methods for

Figure 6. In vivo analysis of AAV8-based vectors containing the hGRK1 promoter. Fundus images paired with immunohistochemistry of
frozen retinal cross-sections from C57BL/6 mice taken 4 weeks post injection with capsid mutated AAV8 vectors containing hGRK1-GFP. For analysis
of AAV8(doubleY-F) and AAV8(doubleY-F+T-V) vectors, 1.361011 and 6.061010 vg were delivered, respectively. Retinal cross sections containing optic
nerve head (Panels B and E) and peripheral retinal cross sections (Panels C and F) are shown. White arrows demarcate the optic nerve head. Identical
gain and exposures were used for fundoscopy. All cross sections were imaged at 20X, with identical gain and exposure settings. GFP expression is
shown in green. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). RPE- retinal pigment epithelium, IS/OS- inner segments/outer segments, ONL- outer
nuclear layer, INL- inner nuclear layer, GCL- ganglion cell layer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g006
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quantifying vector transduction efficiency in a biologically

relevant, PR cell line [37]. Here we extend this to a reliable in

vivo assay for quantifying transduction efficiencies of intravitreally-

delivered AAV vectors in mouse PRs. Our quantitative results

correlated well to qualitative fundoscopic observations. We

demonstrate that quantitative findings could be obtained as early

as one week post-injection and that, although fewer total cells

appear transduced at this early time point relative to 4 weeks post-

injection, the pattern and relative efficiencies of vectors remained

the same.

Of all vectors tested, the most robust in vivo expression of PRs

was noted following intravitreal delivery of AAV2(qua-

dY2F+T2V)2smCBA2GFP. Approximately 22% of PRs ex-

pressed detectable levels of transgene following intravitreal

injection with this capsid mutant. To what extent transduction

of 22% of PRs is capable of preserving retinal structure and/or

restoring visual function to an animal model of IRD is yet to be

determined. Likewise, whether further improvements in transduc-

tion efficiency of the AAV2(quadY2F+T2V) can be achievable

by additional mutagenesis requires further investigation. Evidence

suggests that directed mutagenesis of additional threnonine, lysine

and serine residues, all of which are more abundant on the AAV2

capsid surface than tyrosine, and similarly reduce phosphoryla-

tion/proteosomal degradation of capsid, may further augment

AAV-mediated transgene expression [29]. It is expected that this

approach has a finite maximum. However, it is important to note

that the transduction efficiency of capsid mutant vectors varies

with the target tissue as well as the profile and activity levels of

kinases involved in AAV capsid phosphorylation [52]. Addition-

ally, it has yet to be determined whether initially non surface-

exposed residues that become available for phosphorylation in

later steps of cellular processing (during conformational changes of

the capsid) may also be mutated to improve transduction

efficiency.

When considering intravitreal delivery of AAV vector intended

to transduce distal PRs, emphasis must be placed on avoiding off-

target transgene expression. Consistent with previous reports

[18,31], we found that the hGRK1 promoter drove strong

transgene expression in PRs. Unexpectedly, off-target expression

was also noted in retinal ganglion cells. Previous studies evaluating

GRK1 promoter activity in retina have utilized AAV serotypes

with poor tropism for retinal ganglion cells, namely AAV5 and

AAV8 [18,23,31,53,54]. Therefore it is unlikely, even in the event

such vectors were delivered to the vitreous, that transduction of

retinal ganglion cells would have occurred. When we used a

parent serotype with strong affinity for retinal ganglion cells

(AAV2) and delivered high titer vector to the vitreous, GRK1

promoter activity in retinal ganglion cells was apparent. Because

GRK1 has been shown to promote strong gene expression in both

rods and cones of primate retina with no expression in middle

retina or retinal pigment epithelium [18] we sought to address

specifically the observed expression in retinal ganglion cells. We

attempted to reduce this off-target expression by incorporating

four tandem sequences complimentary to an inner/middle retina-

Figure 7. MicroRNA-mediated regulation of transgene expression. Both hGRK1-GFP and hGRK1-GFP-miR181c were packaged in
AAV2(quadY-F+T-V) and delivered intravitreally to C57BL/6 mice (1.561010 vg). Fundoscopy at 4 weeks post injection is shown adjacent to
immunohistochemistry of frozen retinal cross-sections. Identical gain and exposures were used for fundoscopy. All cross sections were imaged at 20X,
with identical gain and exposure settings. GFP expression is shown in green. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). RPE- retinal pigment
epithelium, IS/OS- inner segments/outer segments, ONL- outer nuclear layer, INL- inner nuclear layer, GCL- ganglion cell layer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062097.g007
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specific miRNA into our AAV vectors. A microRNA expression

atlas of the mouse eye [55] indicates that miR-181c is highly

expressed in retinal ganglion cells and middle retina and absent in

photoreceptors in P60 mouse (http://mirneye.tigem.it/view_state.

php?state = P60&mirna = mmu-miR-181c). Incorporation of

miR2181c repeat sequence resulted in ablation of expression in

retinal ganglion cells; however it also appreciably reduced

expression of transgene in PRs. Attempts are underway to

characterize vectors containing fewer miRNA target sequences

and/or in a different spatial arrangement with the goal to prevent

off-target transduction while preserving PR expression.

An important limitation of any AAV transduction study

performed in lower order mammals is its translatability to clinic.

The ILM is relatively thin and homogenous in rodents. In primate,

the ILM is significantly thicker, except for an area in and around

the fovea and immediately above large blood vessels [56]. These

enhanced vectors will need to be thoroughly tested to determine if

the gains in transduction from the vitreous as seen in mouse

translate to similar improvements in the primate retina, particu-

larly the relatively exposed cone-rich fovea.

The work described in this manuscript supports continued

development of AAV-based vectors for the treatment of various

forms of PR-mediated inherited retinal disease with a surgically

less invasive intravitreal injection technique.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Transduction efficiency of scAAV2(quadY-F)
and scAAV2(quadY2F+T2V) in PRs of Rho-GFP mice 1
week post intravitreal injection.
(TIF)

Figure S2 Representative image of a retinal tissue
section from a C57BL/6 mouse injected with AAV2(qua-
dY2F+T2V) (5.06109 vg delivered), stained for GFP and
counterstained with DAPI. Merged images are presented at

10X to visualize the full retina.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Fundus image paired with immunohisto-
chemistry of a frozen retinal tissue section from a
C57BL/6 mouse taken 4 weeks post-injection with
AAV8(doubleY2F+T2V)2CBA2GFP (1.061010 vg deliv-
ered). A representative 5X magnification is shown for appreci-

ation of entire retina (Panel B). A 20X image around the optic

nerve head is shown for visualizing peripapillary expression (Panel

C). White arrows demarcate the optic nerve head.

(TIF)

Figure S4 In vivo, qualitative analysis of AAV2-based
vectors containing the ubiquitous, CBA promoter. Fundus

images paired with immunohistochemistry of frozen retinal cross

sections from C57BL/6 mice taken 4 weeks post injection with

AAV2(tripleY–F), AAV2(triple Y2F+T2V), AAV2(quadY–F),

and AAV2(quad Y2F+T2V) vectors containing ubiquitous

promoter CBA driving GFP (1.561010 vg delivered.) Identical

gain and exposures were used for fundoscopy. Retinal sections

were imaged at 5X for visualization of the entire retina from

periphery to periphery (Panels B,E,H), at 20X for detailed analysis

of each retinal cell type (Panels C,F,I) and at 40X for better

resolution of outer the retina (insets of Panels C,F,I). All sections

were imaged with identical gain and exposure settings. GFP

expression is shown in green. Nuclei were counterstained with

DAPI (blue).

(TIF)

Figure S5 Representative image of GFP positive photo-
receptors from a mouse injected intravitreally with
AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2CBA2GFP. Photoreceptors were

distinguished from Muller glia processes by counting GFP-positive

cell bodies and outer segments (examples demarcated with white

arrows).

(TIF)

Figure S6 Representative image of GFP positive photo-
receptors from a mouse injected intravitreally with
AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2hGRK12GFP.

(TIF)

Figure S7 Semi-quantitative comparison of the number of
transduced photoreceptors in eyes intravitreally injected
with either AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2hGRK12GFP or
AAV2(quadY2F+T2V)2CBA2GFP. Photoreceptor transduc-

tion was measured as a function of GFP expression in these cells

within 4 representative areas of retinas injected with each vector. All

areas analyzed were of equal size based on magnification (40X).

(TIF)
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